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Theoretical Calculated Chemical shifts values & the spectral plot of chemical
shifts in styrene is displayable at the enlisted jobs in the URL: http://www.ugcinno-nehu.com/styrene/ J spin coupling constant values were not calculated for
any part of this presentation

URL for this simulation for styrene:http://www.muhlenberg.edu/depts/chemistry/
chem201woh/1Hstyreneint.html

A compilation of Spectral (1H NMR) data available on Styrene Polystyrene system

SHEET-02

The case of polystyrene: Experimental & simulated CH
& CH2 peaks: from the book of Bovey cited above (top of
this sheet-02)

Experimental styrene PMR from SDBS database:

http://riodb01.ibase.aist.go.jp/sdbs/cgi-bin/direct_frame_top.cgi
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“FT NMR Simulator” is an internet resource used for the simulations by this author
http://www.files.chem.vt.edu/chem-dept/hbell/simulation/VTNMRX.html
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Visualizing a Cycloaddition by the Abinitio SCF Methods;
a Case Study of Finding Rationale of a Fictitious “Spin bookkeeping” Structure to
Simulate NMR spectra.
S.ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
North Eastern Hill University
NEHU Campus Shillong 793022
Meghalaya
As described in the introductory material in document of this author (1), the rationalization of “average
structures” which results in experimental NMR spectra -with the theoretically possible “averagable structures”,
has been not straightforward in particular with biological macromolecules. The organic molecular polymers are
included among the category of macromolecules whose structures have been characterized by NMR
spectroscopy by Heatley and Bovey (2). Among these, the specific instance of Polystyrene stands out as a
typical case where the backbone proton NMR spectrum of isotactic polystyrene lends itself for an exact
simulation but only by invoking a cyclic (dimeric-) structure presenting 6 spin system, that structure which is
stated not to be taken too literally.
Such a fictitious structure makes possibile the inclusion of certain spin-spin coupling constants for simulation
which, otherwise, is not simple enough to infer. Obviously these Spin-Spin interactions occur by mechanisms
transmitted through bonds, and it is surprising that a structure which is “fictitious”, can be revealing such
through-bond routes by which the exact simulation of the observed NMR spectra. Hence, it was considered
worth the while, trying to find out the possibility of the stability criterion for a dimeric Styrene with the
possible QM methods by Geometry Optimization and verify with the calculation of the chemical shifts for such
a dimer. A thorough literature survey of the possibility for the occurrence of such dimeric structure of styrene
molecule was not be undertaken lest those conditions may build up a bias, for an “Only Theoretical Model” by
Abinitio Calculations.
There have been reports earlier on Biological molecules extensively using merely the SCF method with STO
3G basis sets, calculating mainly using the Specifically varied fixed geometries, inferring on the environments
in biological systems; and, no detailed potential energy surfaces were profiled. Only limited structures and
resulting plots were seemed to enable quite a lot to infer. Hence, a similar approach using the Abinitio SCF
method with the STO 3G basis set at the working online-demo version of the http://www.webmo.net certain
convincing trends arrived at. The progress of such Optimization calculations could be conveniently
downloaded and archived at anyone’s personal internet domain as displayable material, which can be
downloaded at any convenient terminal for a review. This case study and its convenience would be reported (3)
along with the simulated Spectra and Optimized Geometries.
(1)http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/WMBS/0_Introduction/WMBS_Context_myIBSpresentations.pdf
(2) F.Heatleyand F.A.Bovey, Macromolecules, Vol.1, page 301 (1968). Reference #7 on page 129, Section
IV, in the Book "High Resolution NMR of Macromolecules" by Frank A. Bovey, Academic Press,
NY,London (1972).
(3) Webpage under construction: http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/crsi_nsc14.html

The WEBMO JOBS Related to this cycloaddition:
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These jobs enlisted below are from the contents of the displayable list at the author’s Web
Subdirectory: http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/cycloaddition_export90718/
Once the above subdirectory contents are on display in the browser window, any of the jobs archived
can be displayed by clicking on the html file with the specific jobnumber.
Any particular Job below, to begin with job90727, can be retrieved and displayed from the internet browser by typing the
address as per this format: The Web Subdirectory as per the link above followed by filename consisting of the specific
job.

http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/cycloaddition_export90718/job_90727.html
All these jobs were run at the remote server
at the computational chemistry Portal:
http://www.webmo.net/
90727: C16H16, Geometry Optimization – Gaussian
Initial setting of two Styrene molecules
#N HF/STO-3G OPT(NewEstmFC) Geom=Connectivity
Basis

STO-3G

RHF Energy

-607.654172606 Hartree

Dipole Moment

0.0520 Debye

90729: C16H16, Geometry Optimization – Gaussian
Route

#N HF/STO-3G OPT(NewEstmFC)
Geom=Connectivity

Basis

STO-3G

RHF Energy

-607.654172607 Hartree

Dipole
Moment

0.0520 Debye

90731: C16H16, Geometry Optimization – Gaussian
Route

#N HF/STO-3G OPT(NewEstmFC)
Geom=Connectivity

Basis

STO-3G

RHF Energy

-607.621097851 Hartree

Dipole
Moment

0.0111 Debye

Of all the jobs archived only the files relevant for visualizing the cycloaddition are listed out in the next
sheet
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90741: C16H16-C1sym, Geometry Optimization – Gaussian
Route

#N HF/STO-3G OPT(NewEstmFC)
Geom=Connectivity

Basis

STO-3G

RHF Energy

-607.559590187 Hartree

Dipole
Moment

0.2321 Debye

90742: C16H16-C1sym, Geometry Optimization – Gaussian
Route

#N HF/STO-3G OPT(NewEstmFC)
Geom=Connectivity

Basis

STO-3G

RHF Energy

-607.747574943 Hartree

Dipole
Moment

0.1297 Debye

90743: C16H16-C1sym, Geometry Optimization – Gaussian
Route

#N HF/STO-3G OPT(NewEstmFC)
Geom=Connectivity

Basis

STO-3G

RHF Energy

-607.776219908 Hartree

Dipole
Moment

0.0649 Debye

90744: C16H16-C1sym, Geometry Optimization – Gaussian
Route

#N HF/STO-3G OPT(NewEstmFC)
Geom=Connectivity

Basis

STO-3G

RHF Energy

-607.776591027 Hartree

Dipole
Moment

0.0001 Debye

The above jobs can be displayed from the internet resource by the URL illustrated below for the
specific job number 90741
URL: http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/cycloaddition_export90718/job_90741.html
Alternately display the contents of the Web Subdirectory
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/cycloaddition_export90718/
And in the displayed list of files click on the html file named with the specific job number.
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A typical view of the displayed JobSummary window for Job90724 from the Web Subdirectory
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The 4 conformations (all of them optimized) of the Styrene dimer and their PMR
spectra based on the Quantum Mechanical Chemical shift calculations.
Find that the topmost structure gives the –CH and the –CH2 proton peaks resembling in pattern
the experimental findings. The Chemical shift values require scaling and shifting of values to
numerically match with the experimental values. Just pattern recognition is good enough to
select out the conformer to compare with the model dimer that can support the spin book
keeping.
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Energy Values and the Symmetry aspects for an assessment of the Theoretical findings on the
Dimes at present considered merely as hypothetical to explain how the book-keeping geometries
can be validated with the experimental J-coupling constants.
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SHEET-11

SHEET-12

CONCLUSIONS

It is obvious that several jobs became necessary before the final structure.
WEBMO site has the free working demo which enables free access for jobs of not more
than one minute duration. It is obvious that the contents of several jobs cannot be
obtained simply by submitting by a single job. There is provison at the webmo job
manager to continue the unfinished task of optimization by a resubmission of the job
output. Even with the STO-3G minimal basis set, the ab initio SCF calculation for
this system could not proceed beyond 4 to 8 iterations depending upon the input
structure. Thus the strategy was to submit an Initial Guess structure, and at the end
of one minute the remote server returns the interim result by stopping the CPU from
continuing the job beyond one minute. Then this job is resubmitted by the appropriate
button (there are three buttons including the view button)at the job manager. This
procedure is continued untll the job returns with “completed” message instead of the
“failed” message for incomplete job due to time limit.
If one had the access to the unlimited time feature usually only what results at the
end of convergence would be analyzed. Since the jobs required for continuing till
convergence were too many, every time the job was returned after 5-6 iterations
(steps)due to the constraint of one-minute limit, it was possible to consider editing
the structure after the five – six iterations before resubmission. By this it was
possible to reduce the number of iterations required. An examination of the animated
output of the sequence of structures generated during the iteration of the jobs, it
was possible to visualize what the kind interaction which governs minimizing energy
to the next step. This could give a indication as to how one can hasten the process
of convergence by manually editing and incorporating the required emphasis on
interactions in the system. Thus it was possible to monitor the state of
hybridizations, the charges on the atoms etc., and alter the structure for
appropriate cahges in geometries and set appropriate formal charges at atoms. For
example if there is tendency for increase in electronic charge at one atom by
transfer from another atom in the interim result, then it was possible to place
appropriately a positive charge on donor atom and a negative charge on the acceptor
atom and hasten the process instead of the program proceeding stage by stage in small
steps of charge transfer. Thus the visualization with the intuition of chemist based
on the experiences in theoretical calculations, it was possible to realize the
dimerization in 5 one minute jobs which otherwise would have taken much longer even
to estimate.

